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Abstract

One of the major challenges faced by network operators pertains to whether their network can meet input traffic demand, avoid overload, and satisfy service-level agreements. Automatically verifying if no network links are overloaded is complicated—requires modeling frequent network failures, complex routing and load-balancing technologies, and evolving traffic requirements. We present QARC, a distributed control plane abstraction that can automatically verify whether a control plane may cause link-load violations under failures. QARC is fully automatic and can help operators program networks that are more resilient to failures and upgrade the network to avoid violations. We apply QARC to real data-center and ISP networks and find interesting cases of load violations. QARC can detect violations in under an hour.

CCS Concepts: · Networks → Network reliability · Software and its engineering → Formal software verification.
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1 Introduction

Managing modern data center and ISP networks is an incredibly difficult task. Many of these networks serve a diverse set of customers who demand stringent guarantees from the network, such as high path availability and a variety of path-based properties (e.g., service chaining, and path isolation), and these requirements evolve over time. Thus, operators must face the challenge of programming a network that meets various requirements.

Various frameworks have been developed to ease the operators’ task of programming the network to ensure requirements are met. Intent-based programming [31], where operators specify what they want the network to do instead of worrying about how the network must be configured, has made synthesizing network control and planes simple [7, 8, 13, 44, 45]. Using these tools, operators need to specify the network requirements at a high-level, and compliant low-level network implementations are synthesized automatically. Other frameworks validate if the current network satisfies important properties [4, 6, 15, 16, 20, 23], and automatically take corrective action otherwise [14, 19].

While these tools are invaluable, they focus on qualitative properties—informally, path properties that are all variants of reachability. In contrast, quantitative properties, which are also central to network management, have received little systematic treatment. One such property, which our paper focuses on, pertains to meeting demand, i.e., can a given network (topology and control plane) accommodate input traffic demand without any link becoming overloaded?

The focus on qualitative properties is well justified, because violation of such properties can lead to serious policy violations, e.g., broken isolation, circumventing firewalls, or network partitions. But violation of quantitative properties can have equally serious implications. For instance, when network links become overloaded, customers’ applications may suffer from increased losses and latencies, violating customer guarantees and impacting operator revenues.
In this paper, we present an intent-based framework that helps programmers verify whether a network meets a complex quantitative property—absence of link overload when network links become unavailable due to failures. We believe that our verification framework forms the first step in the much harder challenge of developing an intent-based framework for generating compliant network control planes for qualitative and quantitative properties.

**Verification.** Verifying link overload is non-trivial. First, link failures are common in networks [24] due to various factors, e.g., human error and device overheating. Thus, even if link loads are low now, significant overload may occur when one or more links fail. In datacenter networks, packet losses due to high load (i.e., congestion) are common [51]. Ideally, we must proactively verify for potential overload: does there exist a failure where some link is overloaded? This is difficult because of the exponentially many failure scenarios.

Second, checking for overload needs an estimated model of traffic volumes, but actual traffic volumes may vary substantially around such estimated values [41]. The network’s control plane may not be programmed to accommodate such variations, leading to overload when traffic spikes unexpectedly along certain paths. Thus, verification must account for variations in measured traffic volumes. Unlike the set of failures which can be enumerated, the set of traffic demands to consider could be infinite (as traffic quantities are rational).

Third, the control planes in most networks are distributed in nature and use a mix of different routing protocols [10, 22], such as Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) and Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), configured in low-level languages. The complexity of the control plane designs [9, 10, 22] and the interactions among the constituent routing protocols make it difficult to reason about the paths induced in a network under failures, and hence, about potential link overload.

Our first contribution is a verification framework that, given a network, its distributed router configurations, and an input traffic matrix with variable traffic volumes, identifies failure scenarios that can cause overload on some network link. Our framework also allows operators to focus the verification on failure events that occur with a certain minimum likelihood or involve \(k\) or fewer links.

To conduct verification, we need a model of how the distributed control plane reacts to failures and recomputes paths, and how traffic load is spread across recomputed paths. Furthermore, analyzing the model to determine potential load violations should be fast to enable quick corrective action. To this end, we develop QARC, a control plane model for quantitative analysis, with a focus on analyzing link overload. QARC builds on a weighted digraph-based control plane abstraction, and couples it with flow quantities and a novel mixed integer linear program encoding. QARC computes if links can become overloaded under some failure without enumerating failures or traffic matrices that adhere to a given bounded variation; without materializing paths under each failure; and without having to analyze all links and considering the load contributed by all source-destination pairs. These optimizations to verification are our second contribution, which help achieve substantial speedup of \(5-800\times\) over SMT-based state-of-art verifiers [6].

**Upgrade.** Once verification has identified a potential load violation, it is crucial to understand how to avoid overload to mitigate impact on production traffic as much as possible. There are many aspects of a network’s design and operation which can cause load violations, e.g., network topology, configuration, input traffic matrices, etc. It is cumbersome for operators to manually identify the root cause of a violation and reconfigure the network to ensure load violations do not happen in practice. Instead, we propose an intent-based approach where operators specify the input traffic characteristics and set of failure scenarios, and QARC will upgrade the link capacities such that no load violations will occur under these scenarios. Moreover, QARC will compute the minimal capacity upgrade to prevent unnecessary overprovisioning.

**Analysis of real networks.** Today, very little is known about how robust real-world network designs and control plane configurations are in avoiding overload under observed and expected traffic patterns. We conduct a detailed study of potential link overload in production networks.

We apply QARC to 112 data center networks of a large service provider, and 86 ISP networks from the Topology Zoo. We use a mix of real and synthetic control plane configurations. We apply a variety of realistic traffic matrices and traffic volume variations. We find that 70% of the networks experience link overload under 1 or 2 link failures with different traffic characteristics and variation. We also find that the ISP networks in our study are susceptible to link overload under failures if overall traffic increases by 2-12%, while datacenter networks require 5-35% to experience link overload. We also show QARC is practical: QARC can verify real-world networks we study in under an hour (§9).

## 2 Motivation

We provide an overview of distributed network control planes, control plane abstractions and their shortcomings for reasoning about network load violations.

### 2.1 Network Control Planes

A distributed network has two components: the control and the data plane. The control plane exchanges information to routers and decides the best path for every packet, these best paths are installed in the data plane. In a distributed control plane, each router runs one or more routing processes, each process implementing a path selection algorithm, defined by a standard routing protocol—e.g., OSPF [36], BGP [39], and RIP [33]. A routing process will receive a set of routing advertisements from different routing processes: could be from...
the same router or neighbouring routers, and could be of the same or different routing protocol. Each routing process’s path computations are based on different protocol-specific configuration parameters and advertisements. Each routing process decides the best path(s) and could advertise the best path(s) to other routing processes. The steady-state outcome of the control plane’s computation is a set of forwarding state is the result of complex distributed computing metrics. Equally traffic is split paths between endpoints in the network. In an ECMP router, load-balancing traffic between endpoints. ECMP is a load-balancing mechanism commonly used in distributed control planes is load-balancing traffic between endpoints. ECMP (Equal Cost Multi-Path routing) [27], or its weighted variant (WCMP [50]), are used to distribute traffic across multiple paths between endpoints in the network. In an ECMP router, traffic is split equally among the “best paths” based on routing metrics.

2.2 Control Plane Abstractions

Analyzing whether a network satisfies certain properties over paths, qualitative or quantitative, requires knowing the network forwarding state. Understandably, inferring this based on low-level router configurations is difficult as the forwarding state is the result of complex distributed computations. Thus, many frameworks [4, 6, 15, 16, 20, 49] have been developed to model the distributed network control logic, so that different inferences can be made about network forwarding—under failures—without actually deploying the network configurations. These models are used widely in verifying qualitative properties, e.g., middlebox traversals.

However, verification of network overload, a quantitative property, is challenging in aspects that the state-of-art models cannot handle. Firstly, verifying this property requires a model that can reason about how much traffic a traffic class sends on a path (or multiple paths for ECMP/WCMP). Moreover, the model needs to reason about the collective load imposed by all traffic classes in the network. Contrarily, verifying qualitative properties only requires reasoning about small subsets of traffic classes.

Secondly, operators want to understand if the network can handle load under different failure scenarios. While in the worst-case scenario where all devices fail together the network will be overloaded, the probability of such scenario occurring is very small. Thus, the operator may constrain the load under different failure scenarios. The number of failure scenarios grows exponentially with number of failed links. Thus, the approach adopted by some control plane models, e.g., Batfish [16], of enumerating all failure scenarios can be prohibitively expensive. Therefore, we require our network model to symbolically encode network routing state even under failures.

2.3 ARC vs. Minesweeper

Two networks models are amenable for verifying network overload under failures: ARC [20] and Minesweeper [6]. Our work builds on ARC and in this section we motivate this choice.

The ARC network model uses the fact that most routing protocols use a cost-based path selection algorithm. E.g., OSPF uses Dijkstra’s algorithm to compute minimum cost paths from a source to all destinations, where each link has a cost; and BGP selects paths based on numeric metrics, most importantly, the AS path length. ARC abstracts the different routing protocols, static routes, and ACLs based on the above principle, and models the network’s collective forwarding
behavior under failures using a set of weighted directed graphs (called ETGs) satisfying the path-equivalence property: under any arbitrary failure scenario, the path taken by the traffic will correspond to the shortest weighted path in the graph. Figure 1(b) illustrates the ETGs for the two traffic classes (R-T and S-T) for the network shown in Figure 1. ARC cannot model every set of router configurations as certain routing constructs like BGP local preferences do not adhere to the cost-based path selection principle.

Minesweeper [6] encodes the converged routing state of the control plan using SMT (Satisfiability Modulo Theories) formulas [12] and supports iBGP and BGP local preferences, which ARC cannot handle. Minesweeper is primarily used to verify qualitative properties dealing with a single or small subset of traffic classes under 1-link or no failure.

Let us consider ARC v/s Minesweeper for detecting link overload under no failures. Using ARC, we can compute the exact network paths taken by the traffic classes using the polynomial-time Dijkstra’s algorithm and thus compute individual link utilizations. On the other hand, for Minesweeper, due to the symbolic nature of the network abstraction, we need to use the SMT solver to find the network paths and compute utilizations. Handling network failures further slows down verification. We compare verification performance by using the Minesweeper and ARC abstractions for \( k = 1 \) link failure scenarios in Figure 2. We can observe that ARC is significantly faster than Minesweeper, achieving 5× speedup for N1 and 20 × 800× for the larger N2 network.

Moreover, the ARC abstraction offers certain key benefits for network transformations [38] which can help reduce the search space efficiently and enables even faster quantitative verification than Minesweeper (§6). For example, in ARC, we know a certain path will not be traversed if a shorter path exists in the network (by simply comparing the path cost). This property can be used to reduce the search space—both by limiting which links to consider as candidates for overload, and by ignoring the contributions of some source-destination pairs’ traffic volumes—in scenarios when a small number of links can fail together. In Minesweeper, the paths are symbolic (represented by SMT constraints), and thus, we cannot know a priori which path would be preferred.

Since ARC is a more natural fit for quantitative analysis, ARC’s natural attributes support effective speedup of verification, and ARC has near-universal control plane coverage, we adopt it as the basis for our framework. In § 3, we extend ARC to model (1) paths under failures without enumeration, (2) distribution of load on equal cost paths (due to ECMP or WCMP), and (3) variation of traffic volumes.

3 QARC (ARC with Quantities)

ARC. ARC abstracts the set of router configurations using a set of weighted directed graphs called extended topology graphs (ETGs). For each traffic class, ARC constructs one ETG to model the behavior of the network routing protocols and interactions among the routers for the traffic class (shown in Figure 1(b)). In the ETG, each vertex corresponds to a routing process; there is one incoming (I) and one outgoing (O) vertex for each process. Directed edges represent possible paths enabled by exchange of routing advertisements between connected processes. The weights of the edges of the ETG satisfy the path-equivalence property: under any failure scenario, the actual network path(s) is the shortest weighted path(s) in the ETG. Thus, the ARC abstraction can be used to compute the forwarding state of the network under any failure scenario, abstracting away the need to model route advertisements and path computations at each router. Note that the path-equivalence property of ARC can model ECMP-style load-balancing.

ARC was designed to use graph algorithms on the extended topology graphs (ETGs) to verify qualitative properties under any arbitrary failure scenario—e.g., a traffic class is connected under any k-link failure if the min-cut for the traffic class’s ETG is \( \geq k \).

QARC. Our model, QARC, extends ARC and it uses a mixed-integer linear program (MIP) encoding to add symbolic traffic quantities to the ARC ETGs to verify load properties under different failure scenarios.

Verification. Provisioning bandwidth is expensive, especially in wide area networks where adding new links is not an easy endeavor. Operators therefore want to keep link utilization high and, at the same time, tolerate link failures. QARC helps operators predict if the network will encounter load violations under failures. Operators have frameworks to periodically update routing configurations [7, 44, 46] and measure input traffic characteristics [25, 26, 29]. We envision QARC to be used for verification whenever traffic characteristics change significantly, or the control plane is reconfigured. Taking as input the new control plane and traffic matrix (between endpoints) with bounds on traffic variation, our verification detects if there exists a failure scenario leading to utilization exceeding capacity on any link.

Consider the network control plane in Figure 1(a) and the corresponding ARC ETGs in Figure 1(b). In this scenario, the operator sees a change in the input traffic: the current traffic for classes \( R \to T \) and \( S \to T \) are 80 Gbps and 30 Gbps, respectively. All links in the network have a capacity of 100 Gbps. When no links have failed, the traffic from \( S \to T \) flows through the path \( B \to A \), while the traffic from \( R \to T \) is load-balanced by ECMP at C; 40Gbps traffic is sent through the two paths: \( D \to C \to A \) and \( D \to C \to B \to A \) (these are the shortest network paths in the ETGs). As we can observe, all links’ utilizations are below capacity (\( D \to C : 80, C \to B : 40, C \to A : 40, B \to A : 40 + 30 = 70 \)).

Suppose, the operator wants to inspect if the network, for the given traffic matrix, can experience some link becoming overloaded under a single link failure. Using our tool QARC,
the operator can discover that when $C \rightarrow A$ fails, the traffic on $B \rightarrow A$ will be 110 Gbps, exceeding the link’s capacity.

Going further, the operator can discover other single link failures by asking our verification tool to find 1-link failures other than $C \rightarrow A$. Likewise, the operator can discover sets of $k$-link failures that cause links to overload.

**Upgrade.** When verification detects a possible load violation, the operator can invoke our upgrade framework. Taking as input the network configurations and the traffic matrix, QARC computes a minimal set of links whose capacities need to be upgraded to avoid overload under failures. For the network in Figure 1, QARC suggests to increase the $B \rightarrow A$ capacity by 10Gbps to ensure no load violations occur under any 1-link failures.

### 3.1 Problem Definition

Let $TC$ be a set of traffic classes, $N = \{\text{Routers}, \text{Links}\}$ be the network topology and $FL \subseteq \text{Links}$ be the failure scenario—i.e., the set of links that failed. For each traffic class $tc \in TC$, the routing processes compute paths from source to destination; the paths form a directed acyclic graph (DAG), which we call the flow graph. We represent $tc$’s flow graph as $FG(tc, FL) = (V_{tc}, L_{tc})$. Traffic will not flow on failed links, thus $L_{tc} \cap FL = \emptyset$. ARC constructs a weighted directed graph $ETG(tc)$ for each traffic class $tc$ with the following property:

**Theorem 3.1** (Path-equivalence [21]). For every traffic class $tc \in TC$, if the destination is reachable from the source router in the actual network, then, after removing edges corresponding to failed links from $ETG(tc)$, the shortest path in the $ETG$ from the source router to destination router is equivalent to the path computed by the actual network.

Thus, the flow graph $FG(tc, FL)$ will be a sub-graph of $ETG(tc)$ and every path from source to destination in $FG(tc, FL)$ will be the shortest weighted path based on $ETG(tc)$ weights.

Since there are multiple paths in the flow graph, the traffic is split across different paths based on the load-balancing scheme deployed in the network. We define the flow function $F(l, tc, FL)$ as the amount of flow of $tc$ on a link $l$ in $FG(tc, FL)$. In ECMP, each router divides the total incoming flow equally among the outgoing links leading to shortest paths. For a node $r$, we define the set of nodes which have an incoming edge into $r$ as $\text{prev}(r) = \{r’ | (r’, r) \in L_{tc}\}$, and the set of nodes connected by an outgoing edge from $r$ as $\text{next}(r) = \{r’ | (r, r’ \in L_{tc}\}$. Thus, we can define ECMP behavior in terms of the flow function as:

$$\forall r. \forall r’ \in \text{next}(r), F((r, r’), tc, FL) = \frac{\sum_{r'' \in \text{prev}(r)} F((r'', r), tc, FL)}{|\text{next}(r)|}$$

For each link $l \in \text{Links}$ and failure scenario $FL$, we define the utilization $l$ under the failure scenario $FL$ as $Util(l, FL) = \sum_{tc \in TC} F(l, tc, FL)$. We represent the link capacity of link $l$ as $\text{Cap}(l)$. A network load violation occurs when a link’s utilization exceeds its capacity.

### 4 QARC Encoding

We now present the mixed-integer linear program (MIP) encoding of the semantics of QARC. Our encoding makes new technical contributions. First, it extends ARC shortest-path-forwarding ETGs with flow quantities while accounting for failures and permitting bounded variation of traffic characteristics. This is crucial to determining link overload. Second, it models flow being split among multiple shortest paths even under failures, i.e., QARC models ECMP, which is a key construct used in most networks. Third, it does not require disjunctions and only uses integer variables to represent failures and link overload, therefore enabling fast verification.

Table 1 and Table 2 describe QARC’s variables and constants, respectively. For each section, the sentences within boxes state what property the presented constraints encode.

#### 4.1 Flow Constraints

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Flow(e, tc)$</td>
<td>Fraction of traffic for class $tc$ flowing on edge $e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta(tc)$</td>
<td>Fraction of traffic variation for class $tc$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta(e, tc)$</td>
<td>Fraction of traffic variation for class $tc$ flowing on edge $e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Dist(n, tc)$</td>
<td>Shortest path distance of node $n$ to destination in ETG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Fail(e)$</td>
<td>Link $e$ $(\forall tc)$ failure status $(1 \equiv$ failed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Load(e)$</td>
<td>Link $e$ load status $(1 \equiv$ overloaded)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Definition 3.2** (Verification). Given a set of failure scenarios $FL$, the verification problem is to find a failure scenario $FL \in FL$ that leads to a network load violation—i.e., $\exists FL \in FL. Util(l, FL) \geq \text{Cap}(l)$.

#### Table 1. QARC variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$TC$</td>
<td>Set of all traffic classes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$FL$</td>
<td>Set of all failure scenarios</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T(tc)$</td>
<td>Traffic sent by class $tc$ $(T(tc) \in Q)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W(e, tc)$</td>
<td>Weight of edge $e$ in $tc$ ETG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Src(tc)$</td>
<td>Source node of traffic class $tc$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Dst(tc)$</td>
<td>Destination node of traffic class $tc$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$In(n)$</td>
<td>Set of in-edges of node $n$ in ETG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Out(n)$</td>
<td>Set of out-edges of node $n$ in ETG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$OEdges(tc)$</td>
<td>Set of all outgoing edges in $tc$ ETG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Cap}(e)$</td>
<td>Capacity of link $e$ $(\text{Cap}(e) \in Q)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Pi$</td>
<td>Threshold of total traffic variation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. QARC constants**
the edge is \((Flow(e, tc) + \Delta(e, tc)) \times T(tc)\). The distinction of \(Flow\) and \(\Delta\) variables ensures the verification constraints (13) are linear while providing variation in traffic characteristics. For every ETG and corresponding traffic class \(tc\), the outgoing flow at \(tc\) source and the incoming flow at \(tc\) destination should equal \(1 + \Delta(tc)\) which are constrained separately:

\[
\sum_{e \in \text{Out}(\text{Src}(tc))} Flow(e, tc) = \sum_{e \in \text{In}(\text{Dst}(tc))} Flow(e, tc) = 1
\]

\[
\sum_{e \in \text{Out}(\text{Src}(tc))} \Delta(e, tc) = \sum_{e \in \text{In}(\text{Dst}(tc))} \Delta(e, tc) = \Delta(tc)
\] (1)

For all other nodes \(n \notin \{\text{Src}(tc), \text{Dst}(tc)\}\) in the ETG, flow is conserved, i.e., incoming flow is equal to outgoing flow.

\[
\sum_{e_{in} \in \text{In}(n)} Flow(e_{in}, tc) = \sum_{e_{out} \in \text{Out}(n)} Flow(e_{out}, tc)
\]

\[
\sum_{e_{in} \in \text{In}(n)} \Delta(e_{in}, tc) = \sum_{e_{out} \in \text{Out}(n)} \Delta(e_{out}, tc)
\] (2)

Next, we need to accommodate failures. When a link fails, no traffic must flow on it:

\[
Flow(e, tc) + \text{Fail}(e) \leq 1 \quad \Delta(e, tc) + \text{Fail}(e) \leq 1
\] (3)

Thus, if \(\text{Fail}(e) = 1\), then \(Flow(e, tc) = 0\) and \(\Delta(e, tc) = 0\).

Operators can bound the individual variation for each traffic class and/or bound the total extra variation of traffic in the network by a threshold \(\Pi\):

\[
\sum_{tc \in T} \Delta(tc) \times T(tc) \leq \Pi
\] (4)

Given a solution to the above constraints, we construct the flow graph of \(tc\) by picking all edges \(e\) where \(Flow(e, tc) > 0\), which indicate all the links traffic flows on.

### 4.2 Distance Constraints

A computed path in the real network matches the shortest path in the ETG between the corresponding source and destination (Theorem 3.1). Thus:

Traffic must only flow on shortest-distance ETG paths.

We formulate shortest path distances to the destination node of the ETG in an inductive fashion - the shortest path from a node must traverse through one of its neighbors, and thus, distance of node \(n\) can be defined inductively as the shortest among distances from the neighbors. Again, failures introduce complications, because distances can change under different link failures. To this end, we need two sets of constraints. First, we use the following constraints to ensure that for every node \(n\) and traffic class \(tc\), the value of the variable \(\text{Dist}(n, tc)\) is at most the distance of the shortest path that traverses only active links. For all \(e = n \rightarrow n’ \in \text{Out}(n)\):

\[
\text{Dist}(n, tc) \leq W(e, tc) + \text{Dist}(n’, tc) + \infty \times \text{Fail}(e)
\] (5)

The intuition is that when edge \(n \rightarrow n’\) has failed and \(\text{Fail}(n \rightarrow n’) = 1\), the shortest distance from \(n\) will not depend on the path through \(n’\) as the equation will be satisfied trivially due to the large constant in front of \(\text{Fail}(n \rightarrow n’)\).

Figure 3: ECMP behavior of node C.1\(_O\) under two different scenarios for the partial \(R-T\) ETG from Figure 1(b). Note that Sum of Flow in the network weighted with edge weights is the distance of the path taken by the flow for both scenarios.

The above constraints provide an upper-bound on \(\text{Dist}\) variables, but do not ensure that the variable values are exactly equal to actual shortest distances in the ETG. E.g., setting all \(\text{Dist}\) variables to 0 trivially satisfies Constraints (5).

Second, we use another set of constraints to ensure that the ETG traffic flow only uses the shortest paths in the network. (We will consider load-balancing in §4.3 and ignore it here). We illustrate the idea of our encoding using the example ETG in Figure 3. For the Flow quantities, the cost of the path taken by the flow can be computed by the sum of Flow on all ETG edges multiplied by the edge weights i.e., \(\sum_{e} W(e, tc) \times Flow(e, tc)\) (regardless of whether the flow is sent on the shortest path or not). The following constraint ensures that the flow is sent on the shortest distance path from source to destination of the ETG of \(tc\):

\[
\text{Dist}(\text{Src}(tc)) = \sum_{e \in \text{Edges}(tc)} Flow(e, tc) \times W(e, tc)\]

(6)

Since Constraint (5) guarantees upper bounds on the shortest distance, the above constraint will ensure the traffic will not be sent on a longer path. Also, by virtue of Constraints (5) and (6), the \(\text{Dist}\) variables for all nodes in the ETG will be exactly equal to the shortest distances to the destination. Notice, that the constraint will guarantee this property even if traffic flows across multiple shortest paths.

To ensure that the traffic variation only flows on shortest paths, we add the following constraint:

\[
\forall e \in \text{Edges}(tc), \text{Dist}(e, tc) \leq \text{Flow}(e, tc)\]

(7)

By virtue of Constraint (6), \(\text{Flow}(e, tc)\) is 0 on non shortest path links, and consequently, \(\text{Dist}(e, tc)\) will be 0.

### 4.3 Load Balancing Constraints

The outgoing \(\text{Flow}\) and \(\Delta\) of each node are split equally among the shortest neighbors connected by active links.

Figure 3 demonstrates how ECMP operates under no failures, and the differences that arise when a link failure occurs.

At any router, by virtue of Constraints 1-7, traffic will never be sent along longer paths. The constraints presented in this section ensure traffic is split equally among the active links at a router which are on the currently available
shortest paths to the destination. First, we show a simple disjunctive constraint that encodes the desired behavior and we then show how the same behavior can be captured without disjunction.

For node \( n \) and all outgoing edge pairs \( e_1 = n \to n_1 \) and \( e_2 = n \to n_2 \) in \( \text{Out}(n) \), ECMP for Flow (similarly \( \Delta \)) is:

\[
[W(e_1, tc) + \text{Dist}(n_1, tc) = W(e_2, tc) + \text{Dist}(n_2, tc)]
\]

\( \land \neg \text{Fail}(e_1) \land \neg \text{Fail}(e_2) \implies \text{Flow}(e_1, tc) = \text{Flow}(e_2, tc) \)

The above constraints ensure that if the distance to the destination along two active outgoing edges is equal, then the flow on them will also be equal (if these edges do not lie on the shortest path, then flow will be 0 on both edges). However, these constraints use implications (i.e., disjunctions) and cannot be provided in this form to an ILP solver.

By introducing new rational variables we can write constraints that express the ECMP load balancing constraints using only linear inequalities. This forms a key innovation of QARC encoding. Specifically, we define sets of variables \( \text{minFlow}(n, tc) \in [0, 1] \) and \( \text{maxFlow}(n, tc) \in [0, 1] \) to capture the minimum and maximum non-zero Flow, respectively, out of node \( n \) for traffic class \( tc \). The non-zero flow restriction holds for flows along the shortest paths (flow along non-shortest paths will be 0), and thus we can impose constraints on \( \text{minFlow} \) and \( \text{maxFlow} \) to model ECMP routing. We also add similar constraints for the traffic variation \( \Delta \) variables so that the total traffic adheres to ECMP.

Adding constraints for \( \text{maxFlow}(n, tc) \) to be the maximum non-zero flow value is trivial, as the zero flow values will not affect the \( \text{maxFlow} \) variable:

\[
\forall e = n \to n' \in \text{Out}(n). \text{Flow}(e, tc) \leq \text{maxFlow}(n, tc)
\]

\[
\forall e = n \to n' \in \text{Out}(n). \Delta(e, tc) \leq \text{max}\Delta(n, tc)
\]

Adding constraints for \( \text{minFlow}(n, tc) \) is trickier: to ensure that \( \text{minFlow}(n, tc) \) is the minimum non-zero flow value, we need to know the flow values for all possible failure scenarios. To bypass this problem, we use the distance variables \( \text{Dist} \) to identify the next-hops that lie on the shortest paths, and thus, have non-zero flows. Based on this insight, we impose the following constraints for all \( e = n \to n' \in \text{Out}(n) \) to ensure that \( \text{minFlow} \) variables have the correct values:

\[
\forall e = n \to n' \in \text{Out}(n). \text{minFlow}(n, tc) - \text{Flow}(e, tc) \leq 0 \times (W(e, tc) + \text{Dist}(n', tc) - \text{Dist}(n, tc) + \text{Fail}(e))
\]

\[
\forall e = n \to n' \in \text{Out}(n). \text{min}\Delta(n, tc) - \Delta(e, tc) \leq 0 \times (W(e, tc) + \text{Dist}(n', tc) - \text{Dist}(n, tc) + \text{Fail}(e))
\]

First, notice that the quantities \( W(e, tc) + \text{Dist}(n', tc) - \text{Dist}(n, tc) \) and \( W(e, tc) + \text{Dist}(n', tc) - \text{Dist}(n, tc) + \text{Fail}(e) \) are always greater or equal than 0. Hence, there are three scenarios for each edge which are all encoded by the above constraint: (1) the edge \( e \) has failed, in which case \( \text{Fail}(e) = 1 \), the RHS of the constraint is infinity, and the constraint is trivially satisfied, (2) the edge \( e \) is not on the shortest path, thus \( W(e, tc) + \text{Dist}(n', tc) \) is greater than \( \text{Dist}(n, tc) \) and thus, the RHS is a large positive constant, and (3) the edge \( e \) is active and on the shortest path, so the RHS of the constraint is 0—i.e., \( \text{minFlow}(n, tc) \leq \text{Flow}(e, tc) \). Therefore, \( \text{minFlow}(n, tc) \) is smaller than all the non-zero edge flows (which can only flow on the shortest paths).

Thus, for a node \( n \), we have two variables for the lower bound and upper bound of all the non-zero edge flows out of the node. For ECMP, we require all non-zero edge flows on the shortest paths out of a node to be equal, which can be enforced by ensuring the lower bound \( \text{minFlow}(n, tc) \) and upper bound \( \text{maxFlow}(n, tc) \) are equal (similarly for \( \Delta \)):

\[
\text{minFlow}(n, tc) = \text{maxFlow}(n, tc)
\]

\[
\text{min}\Delta(n, tc) = \text{max}\Delta(n, tc)
\]

Constraints 1-10 ensure the total flow to neighbors on the shortest paths are equal to one another, adhering to the ECMP load-balancing model. The above constraints can be modified by multiplying constant weight factors to Flow variables to model Weighted Cost Multipathing (WCMP) [50].

### 4.4 Failure Constraints

Failure scenarios can be restricted by the operator, e.g., by number of links or likelihood of failures.

Operators may want to restrict the failure scenarios of interest (\( FL \)) to make useful observations about how the network control plane reacts under failures. The following constraint restricts the number of link failures to \( k \):

\[
\sum_{e \in \text{Links}} \text{Fail}(e) \leq k
\]

**Theorem 4.1.** For every traffic class \( tc \in TC \) and failure scenario \( FL \in FL \), Constraints 1-11 ensure that the flow graph \( FG(tc, FL) \) is a directed acyclic graph such that each path from \( \text{Src}(tc) \) to \( \text{Dst}(tc) \) is the shortest path in \( \text{ETG}(tc) \), and for every router \( n \) in flow graph \( FG(tc, FL) \), the flows on outgoing edges which lie on shortest paths from \( n \) to \( \text{Dst}(tc) \) are equal, i.e., \( \forall n_1, n_2 \in \text{next}(n). F((n, n_1), tc, FL) = F((n, n_2), tc, FL) \).

Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 3.1 together prove that the flow graphs constructed by the QARC constraints faithfully represent the routing paths and flow distributions in the actual network.

Operators can also assign failure probabilities to individual links and restrict the search to scenarios that have probability above a threshold. Suppose, the operator has probabilities assigned to individual link failures (\( P_{\text{fail}}(l) \)) and is only interested in link failure scenarios that have joint probability above a threshold \( \phi \). The failure probabilities can be derived from telemetry data in real-world networks [35]. We assume that link failures are independent, thus, the probability of a certain link failure scenario is the product of individual link failure probabilities. Then, we would want to enforce
the following constraint to search for failure scenarios with probability greater than \( \omega \):
\[
\prod_{l \in \text{Links} : \text{Fail}(l) = 1} P_{\text{fail}}(l) \geq \omega
\]

We use the logarithm of probabilities to generate the equivalent linear constraint.
\[
\sum_{l \in \text{Links}} \log(P_{\text{fail}}(l)) \times \text{Fail}(l) \geq \log(\omega)
\]

We can have a theorem similar to Theorem 4.1 for link failure probabilities.

5 Verification using QARC
Finally, verifying for network load violations using QARC is done by adding load-related constraints.

| Load(e) = 1 iff the utilization of link e exceeds capacity. |

The following constraint correctly sets the value of the variable \( Load(e) \in \{0,1\} \):
\[
\frac{\sum_{tc \in TC} \left[ \text{Flow}(e,tc) + \Delta(e,tc) \right] \times T(tc)}{\text{Cap}(e)} - \text{Load}(e) \geq 0
\]

where \( \Delta(e,tc) \) is the change in traffic on link \( e \) due to rerouting traffic, \( \text{Cap}(e) \) is the capacity of link \( e \), and \( \text{Flow}(e,tc) \) is the traffic on link \( e \) for traffic class \( tc \). The numerator of the fraction captures the total traffic flow on link \( e \), while the denominator, \( \text{Cap}(e) \) (a constant), captures the capacity of link \( e \). \( \text{Load}(e) \) can only be 1 when the traffic on link \( e \) exceeds its capacity. To find if there exists a failure scenario where at least one of the links is overloaded, we can constrain the sum of load variables to be at least 1:
\[
\sum_{e \in \text{Links}} \text{Load}(e) \geq 1
\]

When feeding the constraints to the ILP solver, there can be two outcomes. First, the solver returns a satisfiable model from which we can extract the link failure scenario under which one or more links are overloaded. Second, the solver returns unsatisfiable, which means there is no link failure scenario that can cause link overload. There are two explanations for this outcome: (a) the network has sufficient capacity to handle rerouted input traffic under failures, or (b) a subset of traffic classes that do not have high path redundancy are disconnected due to the failures, and the remaining active traffic classes do not have sufficient traffic to cause overloads. Note that, even when the solver finds a failure scenario where link overload occurs, certain traffic classes could be disconnected in the satisfying solution, with the remaining active traffic classes still able to overload the link(s). To summarize, QARC, as presented, will try to find potential for link overload even in the case of disconnections.

**Theorem 5.1 (Correctness).** A failure scenario \( FL \) satisfies Constraints 1-14 if and only if there exists a link \( l \in \text{Links} \) such that \( \text{Util}(l, FL) \geq \text{Cap}(l) \).

6 Optimizations
We now describe two techniques that take advantage of the properties of QARC abstraction and constraints to speed up verification performance. First, we use ARC’s shortest-distance path property to efficiently minimize the traffic class ETGs (§6.1). Second, we show how to use minimized ETGs to partition the set of network links and perform verification in a parallel fashion (§6.2).

6.1 ETG Minimization
Due to Theorem 3.1, in an ETG, the traffic will not traverse a path with a higher cost if one with a lower cost exists. Therefore, for each traffic class, we can prune the ETG and remove edges and nodes that will not be traversed under the targeted number of failures. This pruning strategy reduces the size of the generated constraints and can result in faster verification.

To illustrate this property, consider the network in Figure 4. For any 1-link failure scenario, the traffic from S to T will never traverse router C on links \( B \rightarrow C \) and \( C \rightarrow A \) (because 2 shorter paths exist in the network). Thus, in the ETG, we can prune all nodes and edges corresponding to router C, forming a minimized ETG.

Identifying the redundant nodes and edges for general \( k \) link failures can be challenging—the naive approach of enumerating all \( k \)-link failures will be expensive. Instead, we modify QARC’s encoding to perform this task. The core insight of our approach is to find the maximum shortest distance between the source and the destination under any \( k \)-link failure scenario—all nodes and edges that are farther than such a distance will never be traversed and can be pruned from the ETG. The same minimization cannot be performed efficiently when using Minesweeper’s symbolic SMT-based abstraction: one would need to check each node and edge to determine if the node/edge is reachable under \( k \) failures. In ARC, since the edge weights are not symbolic, we can eliminate a path if “shorter paths” exist.

**Minimization Constraints.** Unlike verification which deals with all traffic classes, minimization only involves constraints for a single traffic class. The minimization of multiple ETGs can be done in parallel since one ETG’s routing does not depend on other ETGs. For an ETG of traffic class \( tc \), we use Constraints (5) to specify upper bounds on distances and Constraints (11) to bound the number of failures. The maximum shortest distance between the source and destination of the ETG can be found using the objective:
\[
\text{maximize } \text{Dist}(\text{Src}(tc),tc)
\]

Let us denote the objective value provided by the ILP solver as \( \text{MaxDist} \). Given an edge \( e : n_1 \rightarrow n_2 \), if the shortest path from source to destination using the edge \( n_1 \rightarrow n_2 \) is greater than \( \text{MaxDist} \), the edge will never be traversed under any \( k \) link failures and can be pruned from the ETG. We check for
such edges using the condition:

\[ SP(\text{Src}(tc), n_1) + W(e, tc) + SP(n_2, Dst(tc)) > \text{MaxDist} \quad (16) \]

where \( SP(n, n') \) denotes the length of the shortest path between \( n \) and \( n' \) in the graph (computed using Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm). After pruning the edges that are never traversed, we prune the nodes that do not have incoming or outgoing edges to obtain a minimized ETG \( ETG_{\text{min}}(tc) \). ETG minimization is sound and complete, i.e., it will remove edges where traffic will never flow under \( k \) failures and will not remove edges where traffic could flow under some \( k \) failure scenario.

### 6.2 Parallel Verification

A major bottleneck of QARC verification is solving a Mixed Integer Linear Program (MIP) that has size linear in the number of network links and traffic classes. Consider the network-wide constraint (14) used to find load violations where at least one link’s utilization exceeds its capacity:

\[ \sum_{e \in \text{Links}} \text{Load}(e) \geq 1 \]

If we restrict the above constraint to only consider a subset of links, QARC will find scenarios where one of these links’ utilization exceeds its capacity. Thus, if we partition the set of links into \( N \) partitions, we can run \( N \) instances of verification on separate machines. By splitting the verification \( N \)-way, each instance will effectively have a smaller search space of links to find load violations, thus, speeding up verification.

There are numerous ways to partition the set of links. Instead of simply splitting the set of links into \( N \) equal-sized partitions, we leverage ETG minimization to generate a partitioning scheme that also minimizes the number of the traffic classes that contribute to load on links in each partition. The insight of our partitioning scheme is as follows: a minimized ETG prunes all links where traffic for the particular class does not flow under any \( k \)-link failure scenario. To detect if link \( e \) can be overloaded, we can prune the constraints for traffic classes that do not contain \( e \) in their minimized ETGs. Thus, for each partition, we only need to consider a subset of traffic classes, reducing verification time further.

We formulate our partitioning scheme as an Integer Linear Program (ILP). Our partitioning scheme is tied inherently to the ETG minimization, which we can perform efficiently due to the ARC abstraction. Without ETG minimization, all traffic classes would contain all links in their ETG (barring ACLs and filters), thus, we would not be able to further reduce the constraints in each partition.

### 7 Upgrading Link Capacities in QARC

Once a load violation is found, the operator might want to modify the network to ensure that all link utilizations do not exceed capacity under all considered failure scenarios. One way to achieve this property is to modify the control plane.

- **Figure 4.** Example OSPF network where a link gets overloaded under 1 and 2 link failure scenarios. The capacities in green are the minimum link capacity additions computed by QARC to ensure no violations occur under \( \leq 2 \) failures.

However, modifying the control plane may cause violations of qualitative properties that the current configuration satisfies (access control, waypointing for middleboxes, etc.). Finding policy-compliant control-plane modifications is already a computationally hard problem [19], and accounting for network load on all links for all traffic classes complicates the problem further.

Instead, we propose to use the QARC abstraction to find new link capacities guaranteeing all link utilizations do not exceed capacity under all considered failure scenarios. There are multiple mechanisms for realizing the new capacities—physically adding more cables to increase capacity, or dynamically changing capacity in the case of optical links [42]. Increasing bandwidth is expensive, thus, we need to ensure we do not increase capacities beyond what is necessary.

**Upgrade Formulation.** Concretely, the upgrade problem is as follows: Given a set of network configurations and input characteristics, find the minimal set of links and the minimal capacity additions to these links such that the network is not overloaded under the given failure scenarios.

Figure 4 illustrates the upgraded link capacities computed by QARC. The traffic sent by class \( S \rightarrow T \) is 90 Gbps. As we can see, under 2-link failure scenarios (e.g., \( D - A \) and \( B - A \)), some links’ utilization exceeds capacity (e.g., \( B - C \)). QARC computes the minimum capacity additions to the links (shown in green—e.g., +10); by increasing the capacities, no 1- or 2-link failure scenario can cause violations.

We use QARC to compute new link capacities such that link utilization never exceeds the "new" capacity under the provided failure scenarios. We use the QARC constraints (§4.1-§4.4) and compute the minimum link capacity that link \( l \) should have using the following objective:

\[ \text{maximize } \sum_{tc \in T} (\text{Flow}(l, tc) + \Delta(l, tc)) \times T(tc) \quad (17) \]

QARC computes the maximum utilization for the link under the different failure scenarios given the input traffic characteristics with bounded variation, which is the minimum new capacity required on the link to ensure that the particular
Evaluation

QARC is implemented in Java using the open-source ARC [2] and Batfish [1] frameworks. QARC uses the Gurobi ILP solver [37] for solving the verification and repair constraints. Our evaluation answers the following questions:

Q1: Do real datacenter and ISP networks suffer from link overload under failures? (§9.1)
Q2: How quickly can QARC detect load violations or report the absence of violations? (§9.2)
Q3: Do our optimizations speed up verification? (§9.3)
Q4: How quickly can QARC compute links to upgrade? (§9.4)

Experiments were conducted on a 5-node 40-core Intel Xeon 2.40GHz CPU machine with 128GB of RAM.

Networks. We study 112 datacenter networks operated by Microsoft, and 86 ISP networks obtained from the Topology Zoo [28] dataset. The network configurations use OSPF, BGP, static routing constructs, and ECMP load-balancing which are all modeled by ARC. We refer to the datacenter networks as DC, and the ISP topologies by their names from Topology Zoo. We also study two synthetic fat-tree [5] datacenter topologies: Fat6 (45 routers) and Fat8 (80 routers).

Link Capacities. We vary the link capacities to be either 40Gbps or 100Gbps picked randomly or dependent on topology structure (e.g., for fat-tree: core-aggregate links are 100Gbps while edge-aggregate links are 40Gbps).

Traffic Matrices (TM). To verify the datacenter networks on realistic input traffic characteristics, we sample the datacenter packet traces from the Fbflow dataset [41]. We use the gravity [40] model to generate traffic matrices for our datacenter and ISP networks. The traffic matrices describe the traffic between all edge-edge router pairs for the datacenter networks or all endpoint pairs for the ISP networks. We denote the maximum link utilization of our network with 0 failures as $MU_0$. We run our experiments using the traffic matrices obtained from Fbflow or gravity which have the property that $MU_0 \in [0.65, 0.8]$ \footnote{We extract matrices using gravity/fbflow and multiply each field of the matrix with a constant factor to obtain the desired $MU_0$} ; Under no failures, the max link utilization in the network is less than 80%. Our traffic matrices model scenarios when the network is not overloaded when all links are active, but certain 1 or 2 link failures could potentially lead to some links getting overloaded. Unless otherwise mentioned, we bound the variation of an individual traffic class so that it cannot increase more than 50%, and we bound the total traffic variation summed over all traffic classes to 10% of the total network traffic.

9.1 Verifying Real Networks

We use QARC to detect if the datacenter (DC) and ISP networks experience link overload under $k \in \{1, 2\}$ link failures. We generate 20 random traffic matrices (Fbflow for datacenter and gravity for ISP) and run QARC’s verification. We report our findings in Table 3.

QARC finds link overload events for 1-link failures for 139 of the 200 networks. Moreover, 87 networks show link overload violations for more than 10 out of 20 TMs, indicating that these networks are quite susceptible to link overload events even under a single-link failure scenario. QARC likewise finds overload for over 90% of the ISP networks, compared to 50% for the datacenter networks, indicating that datacenter networks are less susceptible to link overload due to higher path diversity than ISP networks. Notice that, the number of networks experiencing violations decreases for 2-link compared to 1-link failures. This is because 2-link
failures disconnect more traffic classes; the number of active traffic classes reduces, and thus, links’ utilizations do not exceed capacities.

**Min Traffic Variation.** QARC can be used to find the minimum total variation of traffic (each traffic class cannot increase by more than 50%) which can cause overload under 1-link and 2-link failure scenarios. Minimum variation can be used to judge how the network handles unexpected spikes in load under failures. For this experiment, we use traffic matrices such that $MLU_0 = 0.7$ (high utilization) and find the average minimum traffic variation. For our ISP and datacenter networks in Figure 5, we report the variation as a percentage of total network volume. We can observe that the ISP networks require lower variations (2-12%) to cause link overload, i.e., if the total traffic increases by 12%, the network is likely to be overloaded under failures. Meanwhile, datacenter networks require more traffic variation for links to get overloaded (2-40%), highlighting intrinsic robustness pertaining to meeting traffic demands and higher path diversity. Also, $k = 2$ requires lower variation than $k = 1$.

**Effect of Traffic Matrices.** We also study the effect of different types of traffic matrices causing link overloads. We consider 5 datacenter networks and use QARC to find link overload for $k = 1$ failure scenarios. We generate 100 TMs using both Fbflow and gravity models such that $MLU_0 = [0.65, 0.8]$ and bounded variation is 10%; in Table 4 we report the percentage of violations found in these networks for the different matrices. We observe that Fbflow matrices lead to fewer load violations than gravity matrices for some of the datacenter networks. This shows the impact of using QARC to verify if significant changes to traffic patterns can affect a network’s load properties under failures.

**Q1:** QARC finds network load violations under failures in 70% of real datacenter and ISP networks, and ISP networks are more susceptible to link overload than datacenter networks. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study of finding potential violations for control planes.

### 9.2 Verification Performance

We now evaluate the performance of QARC’s algorithm for detecting link overload for the datacenter and ISP networks using 20 different traffic matrices with $MLU_0 ∈ [0.65, 0.8]$ for 1 and 2-link failure scenarios. The datacenter networks have on the order of 10 to order of 100 links (exact numbers hidden for confidentiality) and order of 100 traffic classes,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>$k=1$ (-0%)</th>
<th>$k=1$ (-50%)</th>
<th>$k=2$ (-0%)</th>
<th>$k=2$ (-50%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Networks which experience link overload for one or more TMs (>0%) and more than 10 of 20 TMs (>50%) at $k = 1$ and $k = 2$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix</th>
<th>DC1 (&lt;100)</th>
<th>DC2 (&lt;100)</th>
<th>DC3 (&lt;100)</th>
<th>Fat6 (216)</th>
<th>DC4 (&lt;1000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fbflow</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Percentage overload violations for 1-link failures for datacenter networks with Fbflow and Gravity traffic matrices.

![Figure 5. Variation % for different ISP and datacenter networks for 1 and 2 link failure scenarios.](image)

and the ISP networks have 8-125 links and 10-2000 traffic classes. We use 5 nodes to run parallel verification and report the average time to successfully find violations (Yes) or verify no violations (No) for the networks.

Figure 6 shows the results. We observe that verification time for $k = 2$ is greater than $k = 1$ due to the larger search space. We sort the networks by number of network links and observe that network time in general increases with size of the network. Also, the ISP topologies have higher verification times compared to the datacenter networks (due to larger number of traffic classes). For most networks, QARC is able to verify if the network will experience link overload (Yes) or not (No) in under an hour (6.7% of the runs timed out due to the large number of links or traffic classes). With our choice of traffic matrices with $MLU_0 ∈ [0.65, 0.8]$, the times taken to find a violation or proving the absence of violations follow similar trends, indicating similar difficulty.

We also look at QARC’s performance with increasing number of link failures. We consider 3 datacenter networks (DC2, DC4, Fat6) and one ISP network (Abilene) and use 50 random gravity matrices with $MLU_0 ∈ [0.65, 0.8]$ and 10% traffic variation, and verify for $k = [1, 4]$ failure scenarios. We present the median verification times in Table 5. As $k$ increases, verification times generally increase (Fat-6 and DC4 experience a drastic increase at $k = 3$ and $k = 4$, respectively). For $k ≤ 2$, QARC terminates within an hour for most instances (<1% instances timed out). QARC experiences more timeouts for $k = 3$ (7%) and $k = 4$ (25%) due to the exponential complexity of verification.

We now consider how QARC performs compared to naive enumeration. We fix the input traffic matrix, find the time
shows the verification speedup achieved due reports the speedup obtained shows the variation cannot be performed by enumeration, as there are infinitely many rational-value traffic matrices to consider.

**Q2:** QARC can verify network overload for medium-sized datacenter and ISP networks for different failure scenarios in under an hour.

9.3 QARC Optimizations

We now evaluate how the optimizations presented in §6 improve QARC’s performance. We consider 3 datacenter (DC2, DC4, Fat6) and one ISP network (Abilene) and use 50 random gravity matrices with $MLU_0 \in [0.65, 0.8]$ and no traffic variation, and verify for $k = 1$ failures.

**ETG Minimization.** Table 6 reports the speedup obtained by ETG minimization (speedup = time without minimization/ time with minimization) and edge reductions for the networks. For the bigger networks, the speedup in verification is significantly larger, aiding in making QARC’s verification more tractable. When verifying the Fat6 and DC4 network with $k = 1$, we are able to reduce 86% and 95% of the ETG edges respectively, achieving significant speedups of 69× and 18x for Fat6 and DC4. The ETG minimization phase is quick, taking under 5 seconds for all the networks.

**Parallelization.** We now consider the speedup achieved by parallelizing the verification (with optimal partitions) over verification run on a single node. We run verification on 5 nodes and compare the performance with 1-node verification. In the parallel scenario, we terminate verification if any one node finds a link load violation, otherwise we wait till all nodes report no violations (with a timeout of 1 hour). Table 6 shows the verification speedup achieved due to parallelization. For the bigger networks (Fat6 and DC4), we achieve average speedup of over 5× and 10× over the single node case; thus, QARC parallelization further improves the tractability of verification.

**Partitioning.** Finally, we evaluate the speedup due to the optimal partitioning scheme which minimizes the number of traffic classes in each of the 5 partitions. We compare the performance of 5-node optimal partition verification to a 5-node random partitioning scheme which randomly divides the links in equal sized partitions. For this experiment, we pre-compute the optimal partitioning (not included in verification time) and compare verification using the optimal and random naive partitions on 5 nodes. Table 6 shows the verification speedup achieved by the optimal versus naive partitions. The speedup achieved for DC2, DC4 and Fat6 is about 20-50%. We report the percentage of traffic classes in the optimal partitions (Partition Classes) for each network in Table 6; we are able to reduce more than half of the traffic classes in each partition for DC2, DC4 and Fat6.

**Q3:** QARC optimizations speed up verification significantly for different networks and failure scenarios, with the

---

**Table 5. Verification times (s) for $k = [1, 4]$ link failures.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network(Links)</th>
<th>$k=1$</th>
<th>$k=2$</th>
<th>$k=3$</th>
<th>$k=4$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abilene (28)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC2 (&lt;100)</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>20.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fat6 (216)</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1,550.6</td>
<td>1,357.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC4 (&gt;1000)</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>81.2</td>
<td>1,496.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6. Speedups due to optimizations for $k = 1$ failures.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimizations</th>
<th>Abilene (28)</th>
<th>DC2 (&lt;100)</th>
<th>Fat6 (216)</th>
<th>DC4 (&gt;1000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edges Removed</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimize Speedup</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel Speedup</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partition Classes</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partition Speedup</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We use QARC to generate the minimal link capacity additions required to prevent link overload under 1-link and 2-link failures. For this experiment, we consider traffic matrices with $MLU_0 \in [0.8, 0.95]$ and zero variation. Similar to verification, we parallelize the phase of computing the new link capacities to 5 nodes. We report the median upgrade time for 5 different networks in Figure 7. QARC is able to compute new link capacities for the networks in under 5 minutes using the 5 nodes. In our runs, QARC requires changing capacities of order of 10 links (Fat6 repair has the highest number of links whose capacity has to be increased). Finding the repair for all 2-link failure scenarios takes more time than 1-link scenarios due to the larger search space.

Q3: QARC can upgrade link capacities to prevent network overload under failures for different networks in under 400 seconds.

10 Other Related Work

Config. verification/repair. Our work complements configuration analysis tools [4, 6, 7, 13, 15, 16, 19, 20, 23, 44, 47, 49] that focus on qualitative properties; to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to show how to reason about quantitative properties in networks with distributed control planes. Our ETG minimization approach is inspired by the idea of surgery proposed by Plotkin et. al [38] to slice the network and headers to speed up reachability verification. The key difference is that QARC identifies network components which are not traversed under different failure scenarios, while Plotkin et. al do not verify reachability under failures.

Quantitative properties. ProbNetKAT [18, 43] supports probabilistic routing behavior and can answer congestion and latency queries about the network using a link failure probability distribution. ProbNetKAT cannot express complex routing strategies—e.g., distributed routing protocols such as OSPF—that recompute new paths under failures based on the global network state. Chang et. al. [11] propose a framework to validate network design under failures and uncertain demands. Specifically, the input is a global routing strategy that can adapt to the current network topology to optimize the max link utilization (MLU); examples are multi-commodity flow (which finds optimal network paths) and MPLS tunneling (best path chosen from a set of pre-specified tunnels). The system finds the worst case (max) value that MLU can achieve under a set of failure scenarios/traffic demands when the adaptive routing strategy is in use by relaxing a non-linear formulation to a linear program.

The routing in distributed control planes does not seek to minimize the global objective of maximum link utilization (MLU), and, thus, cannot be reasoned about directly using this framework. QARC leverages ARC to reason about real router configurations deployed in different real-world networks, while Chang et. al’s framework deals with the abstract routing strategies like multi-commodity flow. Moreover, our formulation is sound, i.e., it will find a failure scenario where link overload happens if one exists, however Chang et. al’s framework solves a relaxed formulation, so cannot provide soundness guarantees for all routing strategies.

Traffic Engineering. Our work is orthogonal to traffic engineering (TE) works [17, 30, 32, 48] that develop/configure routing strategies to react to uncertain traffic demands or failure scenarios. In a sense, TE systems solve a narrow “synthesis” problem, whereas we focus on analyzing the joint impact of the routing in use in a network, input traffic characteristics, and arbitrary failures on the network’s current link bandwidths, i.e., verification. Also, the scope of TE systems is narrow in the sense that they only consider generating routes that satisfy quantitative properties, but ignore effects of such routes on qualitative properties.

11 Conclusion and Future Work

We presented QARC, a control plane abstraction to support verification of network link overload under different failure scenarios. QARC can efficiently verify complex network configurations thanks to its new Mixed-Integer-Programming encoding. QARC can also be used for determining which link capacities need to be upgraded to prevent load violations. We use QARC to show network load violations can occur in existing datacenter and ISP networks. For future work, QARC can be extended to support verification of other quantitative properties like latencies and rate-limits. Finally, to tackle general repair for quantitative properties, joint changes to the network control plane and link capacities are required.
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